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The so-called secret mark,
the Phenolphthalein imprint 1910/35 (Part V)

by Axel Herms

By the nature of this subject, many
of these illustrations will not

reproduce well. Your editor is doing
the best he can, and begs your
indulgence for all shortcomings of

the illustrations.

Investigations in connection with the location of the two watermarks
have shown that from 1910 the B-paper, from 1914 the buff paper and from
1933 the grilled, buff paper had Phenolphthalein imprints . From November
1910 all Tell boys, Tells, Helvetias with sword, air mails, Pro Juventute, postage due, and frank-
stamps printed on the three mentioned paper varieties therefore have the secret mark . Since B-paper
deliveries started in 1908, some otherwise similar stamps exist with and without the secret mark.

What is Phenolphthalein?
Phenolphthalein is used in medicine as a diuretic . Under the name Laxatol Aperitol it is a

laxative [your translator and editor are not at all sure we have this correct ; the German is Purgen
Laxan Laxen, Laxatol Aperitol] it also serves also as an indicator for high pH-values above 8 .2 . Above
this pH-value the reaction produces a weak to deep purple ; the higher the pH-value the stronger is the
reaction. However the intensity also depends on the quality of the imprint (Phenolphthalein proof)

Two different Phenolphthalein imprints (= P-imprint)
during the transition period 1910/11

The first delivery of the B-paper with the secret mark presumably took
place in October 1910 . This delivery contained the horizontal large cross
watermark (P-Cross I) . Presumably this often poor and mostly blurred cross
form (Fig. 3-5) was not satisfactory, because as early as 1911 a new and final
version with the small upright cross (P-Cross II) had appeared . The proof of this
statement is the postage due stamp Z . P30 which had the (continued on page 6)

(This article was published in Berner Briefmarken Zeitung
September 2002, translated by Ernest L Bergman and
published here with the gracious permission of the BBZ)

The so-called secret mark, the
Phenolphthalein imprint 1910/35

On page 197 of the Zumstein Specialized 2000 is the remark : security
imprint (colorless) Phenolphthalein on Z. 108, 109, 111, 114-116. Z . 120, 126
and 128 are also mentioned. We must add that the imprint is not colorless,
but not visible under normal conditions . Though it is correct that these nine
cited stamps have the Phenolphthalein imprint, they are far from the only
ones .
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President's Message
WESTPEX was a huge success!! What a

well-run show. The organizers took care of
every detail to perfection . AHPS was well rep-

resented both in terms of exhibits and atten-
dance . Our guest Jean-Benoit Levy, designer of
two Swiss stamps, gave a most interesting and

humorous presentation . It is not too soon to
start planning to attend our next convention in
St. Louis, March 2-4, 2007.

I just returned from WASHINGTON

2006, the international show held every 10
years. Again Swiss philately was well repre-
sented. There were at least 5 dealer/auctions
firms from Switzerland there and 4 major Swiss
exhibits, all won at least gold . I was there for a
day and a half and was just able to see the high-

lights .

This is an election year for AHPS. We
have a nominating committee made up of Chuck
LaBlonde (clablonde@aol .com), Ernie Bergman

(elb3@psu.edu) and Bob Zeigler . If you are in-
terested in serving on the AHPS Board please

contact one of the committee members . George
Struble, our Editor, would like to pass this re-
sponsibility on to another member . Please let
George know if you are interested.

Bill

Soderberg Wins AHPS
Grand Award

Ralph Soderberg won the Helvetia grand

award with his 10-frame exhibit of the 1862-
1883 Sitting Helvetia issue at the AHPS annual
convention during WESTPEX in San Francisco
on April 28-30 . His exhibit also earned WEST-
PEX's reserve grand award, a gold medal and
the Pacific Trophy for the best traditional ex-
hibit .

The runner-up for the best Swiss exhibit
was Steve Turchik's usage of the 1854-1863
Strubels, which received the Helvetia gold
medal. Harlan Stone won the silver for his Swiss
postage due charges on domestic and interna-

tional mail . The bronze went to Leonard Holm-
sten for his Swiss stampless mail. All three
exhibits also won WESTPEX gold medals, as did
George Struble's display on the development of

Swiss airmail to 1930 . Harlan also received the

American Philatelic Congress award for excel-

lence of written text.

WESTPEX vermeil medals went to Bruce
Marsden's Swiss Fondue, Roger Heath's DeCop-
pet razor cancels, and Ernest Bergman's civilian

refugee and military internee mail during World
War II . Roger also received an American Asso-
ciation of Philatelic Exhibitors award of honor.

Robert Kinsley won a WESTPEX silver medal
for his Swiss internment camp mail during
World War II.

In the one-frame competition Harlan

Stone won a WESTPEX gold medal and the Hel-
vetia best one-frame plaque for his Swiss inter-

national reply cards . Receiving vermeils were

Donn Lueck's revenue stamps of Graubunden
and Andrew Urushima's Lausanne 1944 Olym-
pic jubilee.

AHPS member Bob Zeigler was chairman

of the jury.

Other Recent Winners
Anthony Dewey, "Use of Swiss Federal

Official Stamps of 1942" (1-frame), THAME-

SPEX 05, gold.

Harlan Stone, "Swiss Domestic and In-
ternational Postage Due Charges", MEGA-
EVENT 06, gold ; "Swiss Postal Involvement in
Franco-Prussian War", MEGA-EVENT 06, ver-

meil ; "Swiss Hotel Posts", AMERISTAMP 06, C

of C gold; "Swiss International Reply Cards",
AMERISTAMP 06, C of C gold.
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2006 Convention
Highlights

How to design modern Swiss stamps was
the engaging topic of a Swiss graphic designer
during the AHPS annual membership meeting

at WESTPEX in San Francisco on Saturday,
April 29 . Jean-Benoît Lévy, now working in San
Francisco, was responsible for the 1995 "A" de-

finitive stamp for priority mail (Zumstein No.
887) and the 2005 Einstein commemorative
stamp (Zumstein No . 1156).

Another noteworthy moment was the

opening cut of the exhibition's entry ribbon on
Friday by Max Grob, Swiss deputy consul gen-

eral in San Francisco, who then spent an hour
touring the 12 Swiss exhibits by AHPS mem-
bers. He proved to be a knowledgeable and ap-
preciative viewer since his father had inherited

a general Swiss collection from his grandfather.

AHPS members also took part in a Fri-
day seminar devoted to Pro Juventute covers,
most of them from the collection of Bruce Mars-

den . Others contributing subject material were
Dick Hall, Ralph Soderberg and Harlan Stone.

Two dozen Helvetians, including five

wives, attended a Friday evening group dinner
at a nearby Swiss restaurant organized by
Bruce, a former area resident . A surprise par-

ticipant throughout the weekend was Ed Chal-
fant of Riviera stamps . When failing eyesight
forced him to close Riviera Stamps, his longtime
Swiss mail order business, AHPS named him its

most recent honorary life member in 2004.

In his Saturday graphic presentation, Mr.
Lévy described how he has designed all types of

materials, including a Swiss commemorative
coin showing the Château de Chillon,

a corporate logo, and street posters. He was one of

eight invited designers who submitted artwork
for the "A" stamp . His design was built around
three straight lines forming the letter.

For the Einstein stamp Mr . Lévy had to

integrate successfully three elements required
by Swiss Post : a picture of Einstein, his famous
formula for relativity, and his signature. He

added rainbow colors to convey the motion of
light .

During the course of the convention:

Members agreed to hold the AHPS 2008
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convention in Rochester, NY and 2009 con-
vention in Portland, Oregon . The 2007 con-
vention is already set for St . Louis.

The seminar attendees recommended that
the topic for the St Louis convention should
be show and tell about individual items with

emphasis on Pro Patria stamps and covers.

President Bill Lucas reported that the affili-
ated group for collectors of Liechtenstein is

no longer active with only 47 members and
no longer publishes its Liechtenstudy news-
letter.

Webmaster Bruce Marsden announced that
the AHPS website now contains Harlan

Stone's 2005 Champion of Champions ex-
hibit of the Sitting Helvetia . A higher reso-
lution CD will be available for sale soon.

The AHPS Board of Directors authorized
Bruce Marsden, also slide program chair-
man, to convert the AHPS slide programs

into DVDs for use on computers.

Swiss Roots
As Herr Grob, the Swiss deputy consul

general in San Francisco, visited WESTPEX, he
brought some flyers describing the "Swiss Roots"
project . I reproduce an explanatory paragraph:

"Interested in learning more about the

diverse cultural landscape of Switzerland?
Want to find out just how Swiss you may be? If

so, Swiss Roots was built for you. Swiss Roots is
a multifaceted cultural exchange that bridges
the transatlantic gap between Switzerland and
the United States by linking Americans of Swiss

descent with their maternal country while ena-
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bling Swiss citizens to learn more about their
American cousins . Powered by a state-of-the-art

website created by IgoUgo and Swissinfo, Swiss
Roots features an online community that lets
you track down the Swiss branches of your fam-
ily tree and reach out to long-lost Swiss rela-

tives. Log on to www .swissroots.org."

TELL Annotated Table
of Contents Vols. 1-30

Our tireless Secretary, Dick Hall, has
completed an annotated table of contents for the

first 30 volumes of TELL. This is a pdf file of

127 pages . The Adobe reader that displays pdf
files can search the document for words or
phrases; the annotations include descriptive

keywords for each article, to the table can func-
tion as a remarkably good index . The document
may soon be posted on the AHPS website
www.swiss-stamps.org. If you want your own

copy, Dick Hall (rtravis@alum .mit.edu) will

email you one (but be warned ; its length is 556
KB!).
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The so-called secret mark,
the Phenolphthalein imprint 1910/35 (Part V)

(Continued from page 1) following delivery sequences 09 .10 -10.10 / 11 .10 -12.17. This stamp exists in

all three B-paper variations : without secret mark (09 .10 and 10 .10), with P-Cross I (11 .10) and with P-

Cross II (12.17) . That the P-Cross I was already superceded by P-Cross II is proven by the postage
due stamp Z . P36 (first issued 06.11 with P-Cross II) as well as Z . 125 II . In regard to the latter, in

December 1910 (Delivery 22 .12.10) booklet sheets were printed on B-paper with P-Cross I (Figure 5)

whereas the sheet stamps (Delivery 14 .03 .11) show the P-Cross II . Z. 125 III is presumably the first

stamp with the improved cross watermark.

Secret Mark I with horizontal large
crosses (October 1910 to March 1911)
Size and appearance of picture of P-Cross I : The out-
side dimensions of P-Cross l are 9 mm in both directions.
The position is always horizontal and corresponds without
exception with the location of watermark II . The Phenol-
phthalein application is often weak to inadequate (Figure 4)
and mostly seems blurred (Figures 3 and 5).

For the printing of the frank stamps Z . PP2 - 10, in

1910 a special paper variety in a bluish shade was produced.
The first issue in October 1910 was delivered without the P
imprint. It appears that shortly afterwards sufficient paper
with the secret mark I (Figure 3) was ordered so that there

was enough supply on hand to print also Z. PP8-10 in the

year 1926. Therefore, the P-Cross II did not appear on the

frank stamps in the year 1911 but only in 1927 when white
B-paper was used for printing Z . PP11-13 .

Secret Mark II with upright, small crosses
(1911-1935)
Size and appearance of P-Cross II : The outside dimen-
sions of cross II are 7 .5 mm. in both directions . The position
is always upright and therefore, without exception, opposite
to the watermark . This also holds true for the 1929 and
1930 Pro Juventute coats of arms stamps . As described
under watermark, these six stamps were printed upright.
Therefore the P-crosses appear in horizontal position (Fig-
ure 9) .

In most instances, the P-Cross II can be made nicely
visible, but its appearance varies from clear to plump to

blurred (Figures 6-8) to barely traceable.

How the secret mark was imprinted and why
At this time we can only speculate about how the imprint was produced . It is however proven

that the paper mill an der Sihl declared itself responsible for it, not the stamp printing plant as as-
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sumed until now . An interoffice slip of February 18, 1933 from the paper mill cites, among other

things, "stamp paper, gummed, with natural watermark ; federal cross as well as invisible imprint " .

The addition of Phenolphthalein must have taken
place similarly to the watermark impression . Perhaps, af-
ter the Egoutteur, the paper moved across a further cylin-

der which took care of the imprint into the still slightly
moist paper (therefore the plump to blurred imprint) . It is

assumed to be a cylinder because of the location of the

seam (Figure 12).

Presumably the invisible Phenolphthalein served as
additional security to safeguard the not yet imprinted

stamp paper. It is comparable to today 's characteristic

marks in paper money which can only be detected under
UV light. Because the imprint can not be seen under ordi-
nary conditions, we can reasonably refer to it as a secret mark.

(The series was continued in the next BBZ; the next installment will be published in a future TELL)

AHPS Auction
Manager Report

The three sales of 2005 returned
$791 to the AHPS treasury. Results of
these sales are summarized in the table be-
low.

At this writing, I have not received
all payments for auction # 135, but pre-
liminary results show sales of $2,253.
There were 27 bidders ; competition was
lively on a number of lots . All but a few
lots were sold.

Respectfully submitted,

Gordon T. Trotter

Swiss Bundesbrief Ex-
hibit Includes AHPS

For the first time since the cantons of

Schwyz, Uri and Unterwalden created their
perpetual alliance against the Habsburg dy-
nasty in 1291, Switzerland permitted their

bundesbrief with attached wax seals (now ven-

erated as the Swiss constitution) to leave the

country. It went on display at the U. S . Na-

tional Constitution Center in Philadelphia on
June 10 as the centerpiece of a one-day Swiss
cultural festival there sponsored by Swiss

Roots, a 2006 program to encourage Americans
of Swiss descent to explore and celebrate their

Swiss heritage (see also page 4).

The festival included a vintage postal

bus, alphorn blowers, flag twirlers, yodelers,

alpine dogs and . . . Swiss stamps! Vice
President Harlan Stone and Eastern Regional Direc-

tor Helen Galatan-Stone staffed an AHPS
stand with a display of 12 pages from Slide
Chairman Bruce Marsden 's "Swiss Fondue"

exhibit . They handed out a hundred member-

ship brochures and back issues of Tell to at-
tract new members.

Special events throughout the country
will mark the Swiss Root program in coming

months.
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Historic Portraits of 1941
by Bernhard Glutz

Chapter 4: The 90 cent and 1 franc stamps
The number of stamps

printed puts the 90 cent and 1
franc stamps into the leader posi-

tion of the series. Over 147 mil-
lion of the red 90 cent stamps
and 96 million of the green 1

franc stamps were circulated.
Both stamps were sold in the

post offices for 19 years, until
they were succeeded by the mid-
dle value stamps of the "Building

Monuments" series in 1960 . The
average yearly use of the stamps
was 7.7 and 5 .1 million. This is

clearly a massive use ; the exhibitor has to carefully look for
particular and rare uses of these stamps in his exhibit.

The 1 franc stamp features Ludwig Pfyffer . Born in

1524 in Lucerne, he served many years in the Swiss unit in
France . The "Pfyffer" Regiment became famous during the Huguenot wars . In 1571, after his

retirement from service in France and after his return to Lucerne, he was elected Mayor of Lucerne. Being

an excellent politician in foreign affairs, he earned the unofficial title "King of Switzerland ". He died

in 1594. The painting used as basis for the stamp design is by an anonymous artist.

The 1941 Historic Portraits series
had, as shown in this series of articles, quite

varied uses. This can be demonstrated by
very common as well as by rather rare items.

One important class of use of the series is
parcel mail. The Swiss public called the
series "parcel stamps ." Well preserved parcel

mail items are most rare and are still rarer
in a quality accepted by an exhibition jury.

Some comments on the use of the
1941 Historic Portraits series on parcel mail
may be worthwhile . Following are the postage rates for domestic and local parcels:

Weight	 Domestic	 Local	

Up to 1 kg
1 to 2.5kg
2 .5 to 5 kg
5 to 7.5 kg
7.5 to 10 kg

30 cents

60 cents
90 cents

1 .20 francs
1 .50 francs

30 cents

50 cents
60 cents

80 cents
1 .00 franc

There are several reasons for the difficulty of finding good examples of use on parcel mail.

A parcel and the stamps on it are always extremely exposed to damage . Even with normal

handling in posting, transportation and distribution, the risk for damage of the stamp is considerable.
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The surface of the parcel to apply the stamps is
not normally even and flat, which makes damage to

the stamp even more likely . The conditions in the
post office for placing a postmark on the stamp are
favorable only for covers . However, many parcels are
soft, which makes the usual application of a hand-
stamp difficult . Therefore in many cases only the
outer ring of the mark is readable, while date and

town/city are not represented.

In exceptional cases in which the stamp re-

ceived a good quality mark and survived intact from
transportation risk, theoretically the collector could
cut it out. However the wartime generation was edu-

cated to recycle or to reuse the wrapping paper . They
would never use scissors! Only rarely would they re-
move the stamp from the paper.

Parcel etiquettes can be found a little more of-
ten, but these too were exposed to damage during
transportation.

Considering the large volume of parcels regu-
larly posted in Switzerland, it can be concluded that

millions of stamps were damaged or discarded in the
parcel mail. Good quality items of the 1941 Historic
Portraits 1941 in an exhibit are usually covers, while

acceptable parcel mail items are difficult to find,
though they would be well received in an exhibit.

Varieties of the 90 cent and the 1 franc
stamps are known. In the 90 cent stamp, traces of
wiping and over-dyeing are known . A double print-

ing of the 1 franc stamp is known . These varieties
can be easily identified.

On May 1, 1941 the 1 franc stamp (and some
more of the historic portraits series) got "

competitors" from the 1941 airmail stamp series (60, 70, 80
cents, 1, 2 francs) . Those were valid until December
31, 1955. From 1938 on, airmail covers no longer had to be franked exclusively with airmail stamps,

and on the other hand airmail stamps could also be used for general franking purposes . There exist

attractive combined frankings of the 1941 historic portraits with the 1941 airmail stamps . A later
chapter of this series will present some interesting items.

Single franking use of the 90 cent stamp includes the following:

Local registered express cover from January 1, 1947 to February 29, 1948

Local express cover from March 1, 1948
International express cover until February 29, 1948
Registered airmail cover up to 20g to Great Britain via Italy/Spain from 1940 to 1942

Airmail 5g cover to the US until February 28, 1941

Single franking use of the 1 franc stamp includes the following:

Domestic registered express cover from January 1, 1947 until February 29, 1948

Domestic express cover from March 1, 1948
5g airmail cover to the US from March 1, 1941
Various postal service forms
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

I am writing this just after having

returned from Washington 2006 – a fantas-
tic show! While thumbing through a
dealer's cover box, I found the item shown

in Figure 1. I'm always looking for covers of

the 1938 Pro Aero flight and this one was a
departure-destination combination I
needed. But to put the whipped cream and

cherry on top, look at the addressee – none
other than AHPS Life Member #2, the late
Eddie Buser, addressed to his shop on Nas-

sau Street . A nice souvenir of a great

stamp exhibition.

I've received a couple of interesting
inquiries recently which I hope you readers

can help me with. The first comes from member Eric Strebel

who has a Rayon with what appears to be a dealer's stamp on

the back. The stamp, printed in blue, is a circle with the

words "E. Siebenmann - Merz *" around the inside of the circle
and the word "Aarau" in the center. Does anyone know of a
dealer in Aarau by that name? Eric is writing up this stamp

for TELL and needs help in identifying this stamp.

The second question comes from another member,
George Valby. He writes: "I have an example of Zumstein 70A
with a quite sharp print, with an unusual (to me) feature:

there are vertical engraved lines at the outer frame on both
the right and the left side . Usually I find the left and right

borders are composed of only horizontal lines . Any ideas? Is
this just an early production stamp before the vertical frame

lines were worn off'? It doesn't look like a retouch, but I am not
an expert on these ." I've shown his stamp in Figure 2 . The
vertical border lines are quite clear in his scan . I'm a 20 th Cen-

tury collector so I can't answer George's question . Can any of you?

There is one new K-cancel to report this month. On May 2, 2006, K-

cancel 1626 was placed in use in 6528 Camorino in canton Ticino . The new

cancel is shown in Figure 3 . The inscription "Fortini della Fame" refers to

the five buildings shown on the cancel . These cylindrical buildings are forti-
fications built in 1853 in response to Austrian

blockade of grain from Lombardy to Ticino, hence
the name "Blockhouses of the Hungry ." The five
towers are named : Ai Scarsitt, Ai Munt, Ala Pé-
lera, Al Sass dal Camòsc, and Al Pian di Bur.

Those of you who like railroads or who like

cancels that duplicate a stamp design might want to get a cover with the new
85c Simplon Tunnel anniversary stamp and the special cancellation used at

the "Simplonhalle" in Brig on May 20 and 21, 2006 . The cancel is shown in

Figure 4.
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The new "Integration" Eu-
ropa issue has a strange layout of
the marginal markings (Figure 5).

Instead of the normal positions of
the stamp descriptions in the top
and bottom margins and reading
correctly when the stamp is ori-

ented correctly, this issue has ro-
tated the marginal markings by 90
degrees so that you have to turn the
stamp sideways to read the inscrip-

tions. The sheet is 4 x 4 so there is
no apparent reason for this break in

usual practice. Perhaps one of you

readers can cast some light on this
anomaly.

Following are the post office
changes for the past couple of

months:

1. On February 28, 2006, the post
office at 5015 Niedererlinsbach
(canton Solothurn) changed its name to 5015 Erlinsbach SO . The new name was first used on March

1, 2006.

2. On April 29, 2006, the following post offices were closed:

7018 Flims Waldhaus (canton Graubünden) [assumed by 7017 Flims Dorf]
2514 Ligerz (canton Bern) [assumed by 2513 Twann] [K-cancel 751 was last used on that date]

6912 Pazzallo (canton Ticino) [assumed by PostMail Lugano] [K-cancel 1019 was last used on
that date]

3. On the same date, April 29, 2006, the post office at 3940 Steg (canton Valais) changed its name to

3940 Steg-Gampel. The new name was first used on May 1, 2006.

4. On May 31, 2006, the following post offices were closed:

1374 Corcelles-sur-Chavornay (canton Vaud) [assumed by 1373 Chavornay]
1135 Denens (canton Vaud) [assumed by PostMail Morges]

5. On June 30, 2006, the following post offices were closed:

8415 Berg am Irchel (canton Zürich) [assumed by 8416 Flaach]
8589 Sitterdorf (canton Thurgau) [assumed by 9220 Bischofszell Briefzustellfiliale] [K-cancel

1125a was last used on that date]
3635 Uebeschi (canton Bern) [assumed by 3634 Tierachern]

The above-mentioned changes reveal something new for Die Post . If you'll notice

postoffice is being assumed by "PostMail Lugano" and Denens by "PostMail Morges" .

this before . Can someone enlighten me as to what
"PostMail" is?

That will do it for this time. If you know

the answers to any of the questions posed above,
please drop me a line so I can share them with our

other readers . And if you've got a question, that's

what this column is for .

Pazzallo's
I've not seen

Plan to attend/exhibit at these AHPS Conven-

tions and shows:

St. Louis Stamp Expo, March 2-4, 2007 – St.
Louis; contact Michael Peter (see page 2 for

addresses).

ROPEX, Spring 2008 – Rochester, NY ; contact

David Durham, 149 Ontario St., Honeoye

Falls. NY 14472.dedur@aol.com
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A 1902 Registered Letter from Lausanne to the
Klondike : 830 miles by Horse Drawn Sleigh

by Roger Heath

The extraordinary part of the journey of
this cover is the final portion in a Yukon
winter. After its posting in Lausanne January
29, 1902, the markings show New York
(Registry) transit February 11, Skagway,

Alaska, February 24, and Dawson City, Yukon
Territory, Canada March 4. We don't know the
exact date of arrival in Hootalinqua, but
probably allow three to five days to backtrack

the 370 miles from Dawson City . From
Lausanne to Dawson City took only 34 days,
but the difficult part was from Skagway to
Dawson City, and then back most of the way by

the same route . The postage was 25 centimes for an international letter, plus an additional 25
centimes for registration.

The cover was carried by train from New York to Seattle,

the jumping off point for the Yukon . A ship carried it to Skagway,

and the White Pass and Yukon Route Railway, recently
completed, carried it to White Horse.

During the winter of 1899-1900 the Canadian Development

Company used dog teams to carry mail and light freight along the
Yukon River between Whitehorse and Dawson, a distance of 460
miles. It gradually replaced the dogs with horses in 1901 . That
same year the White Pass & Yukon Route Railway, which

connected Skagway with Whitehorse, bought out the company in
order to get the lucrative government mail contract for its
sternwheelers which ran the river after ice breakup.

In 1902 the Yukon government contracted the White Pass

& Yukon Route to build the first winter road between the two
communities of
Whitehorse and

summer and the
330 mile road was completed in November at a cost
of $129,000 . The road reduced the distance

between the two cities from 460 to 330 miles . But
this cover was carried by horse sleigh on the river,
the last year for that route.

Since M . Hess had moved to Hootalinqua (the
notation is barely visible), the letter had to be carried
back south along the same route . Although the
permanent population of Hootalinqua was never

more than about a dozen, the NWMP built a post in
1898, a telegraph station was built in 1900, and
Taylor & Drury had a store in 1901-1902.

Reference:
http ://www.explorenorth .com/library/weekly/aa 121898-1 .htm

Dawson. Construction began that Help Wanted
Your editor needs some help . First,

we need more articles for the September and
later issues of TELL. Best are good expository
articles on some aspect of Swiss philately on
which you know more than the average bloke.
Other articles are welcome too . Second, I
would like some more volunteers to translate
articles from German or French, or to review
and improve a translation that someone else
has made . Third, I would be happy to turn
over the editorship to someone else ; I am in
my seventh year as editor ; I still enjoy it, but
my enthusiasm seems to be flagging.

George Struble
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Obituary: John Nebiker
John was AHPS member 1878 and

maintained his membership until his death last
year .

The following is reprinted from
Technology Review, May/June 2006:

John Nebiker died on Aug . 21, 2005 . Six
months after he was born in Eastport, ME, his
family moved to Belmont, MA. He attended
Belmont public schools and received a BS in civil

engineering from MIT in 1958 . He completed
the ROTC program, spent six months at Fort
Belvoir, VA, where he achieved the rank of

second lieutenant and was honorably
discharged.

In 1961, while visiting relatives in

Switzerland and learning to speak German, he
began studies at the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology in Zurich. There he met his future
wife, Ursala Hunter . They were married in

London in 1962 . Their first son, David, was born
in Zurich in 1964 . They lived there until 1965,

when he received his PhD in civil and
environmental engineering . From 1965 to 1967
John was an assistant professor of civil
engineering at Vanderbilt University in

Nashville, TN. He moved to Massachusetts in
1967 . He taught civil engineering at UMass,
Amherst, until 1969, when he joined the small
engineering consulting firm Curran Associates

in Northampton. Their second son, Steven, was
born there in 1970.

In 1972 John was offered an assistant
professorship at Pahlavi University in Shiraz,
Iran, under the auspices of the UN World
Health Organization . Two years later the UN
transferred him to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, as
advisor to the government on environmental
health. The revolution came, Haile Selassie was

overthrown, the country descended into chaos,
and there was no government to advise. He
returned to the U.S. and joined the
environmental consulting firm of Malcolm Pirnie
in White Plains, NY. In 1977, Malcolm Pirnie
sent him to Cairo, where the firm was helping
the Egyptian government with reconstruction of
the Suez City water facilities. In 1979 John

joined the World Bank in Washington, DC . He
and Ursala lived in Paris from 1988 to 1991
while working at the bank's European
headquarters . John received a heart transplant

in 1986 and a second one in 1993 . He worked

full time until a stroke in 1997 forced his
retirement.

They had moved to Charlemont, MA, in

late 1995 . While living in Paris, John

participated in three European Heart
Transplant Games, playing tennis and table
tennis with the French team in Holland,

England, and France . He later joined the U .S.
team for the World Transplant Games in
Vancouver, Canada, and Los Angeles . John's
many interests included remodeling projects on

his homes, collecting Swiss stamps and antique
maps, and playing tennis and chess . He is
survived by his wife and their two sons and their

wives. On behalf of his classmates we extend

our sincere condolences to his family.

AHPS Auction 135
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AHPS Auction 136
This sale showcases a broad selection of lovely airmail covers and cards, all in very nice

condition. These are preceded by an eclectic group of postage stamps, including some plate varieties

and a number of postage dues . Remember: bid early, high and often – and have fun!

The first catalog number in the description is generally Zumstein, followed by Scott (Sc ) as
appropriate. Values are from the 2006 Zumstein, with increments for plate varieties from the 2000
"Big" Zumstein.

The airmail covers are cataloged and priced by the Luftpost Handbuch ; prices are from the

2000 edition, or from 1992 if so indicated. Catalog value is converted to dollars at the rate SFr. 1 =

US$ 0.80. All lots are illustrated on the Internet via the AHPS web site www .swiss-stamps .org.

Closing date for bids in this auction is July 26, 2006 . Please send bids to auction manager

Gordon Trotter by one of the following means : E-mail : auction@swiss-stamps .org . Mail: 10626 Fable

Row, Columbia, MD 21044 . E-mail bids are preferred and will be acknowledged . The deadline for

submitting lots for auction 137 is September 15, 2006.
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New List of Swiss
Letter Rates

For years Fritz Graf has been working
on comprehensive lists of Swiss postage rates .

We published his list of domestic rates in TELL
of January and March 2004 . Fritz has a
revised and more comprehensive list, including

a note on border rate research for the World
War I period. If you contact him at
fritzgraf@gmx.net, he will email it to you.
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